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Cosmie Orgone Energy and "Ethern

By Wiumukt REIC" M.D.

h is not our objective gere to prove the existente of an all-pervading ether;
neither is it intcnded to prove the identity of the cosmic orgone energy and
the postulated ether. MI that is to be established at this point is the fact that
there exists an all-pervading observable and demonstrable energy; ir is filling
gaps in the comprehension of the universe, gaps which many generations of
physicists and philosophers tricd hard, but in vain, to fill with the concept
of an all-pervading "ether" as the prima! substratum of the basic functions
in nature.
The time in which cosmic orgonomic functions have been studied is very
short. It comprises not more than a decade. Howcvcr, all observations within
this short period have led to the following conclusion:
THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS "EMPTY SPACE." THERE EXISTS NO "VACUUM." SPACE
REVEAIS DEFINITE PHYSICAL QUALITIES: THESE QUALMES CAN BE OBSERVED AND
DEMONSTRATED; SOME CAN BE REPRODUCED EXPERIMENTALLY AND CONTROLLED.

IT

IS A WELL-DEFINED ENERCY WHICH IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PHYSICAL

ouALrriEs

OF SPACE. THIS ENERGY FIAS BEEN TERMED "COSMIC ORGONE ENERCY."

First, let us summarize the general conclusions which follow from the
fact that there is no empry space; and, second, !et us summarize the phcnomena which have forced upon us the conclusion that the primordial cosmic
energy, hitherto postulated as the 'ether," has been ftnally discovered in a
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practical and concrete manner, accessible to direct observation and experimentation.
1. Ali physical theories which rest on the assumption of "empty space"
turnble if, and only if, the abstract mathernatical structures which were to
replace the concrete physical qualities of space cannot be reconciled with
the new factual observations.
2. The qualities which characterize "space" musr be of a strictly physical
nature, observable and reproducible in high vacuum.
3. The theoretical supposition of an "cher" continues to be valid. The
phenomena in the "vacuum" musr agree with the quaiities which had to be
ascribed to the ether in order to explain the functions of field actions in space,
such as gravity, light, attraction at a distance, "transmission of hem: frota the
sun to the earth," etc.
4. The negative resulr of the Michelson-Morley experiment, which was
designed to demonstrate the ether, must be comprehended.
The premises which lcd to the performance of the Michelson-ivioriey experiment rest on wrong assumptions. Orgone physics starts from entirely
new observations and new theoretical assurnptions. Seen from a basic orgonomic viewpoint, reasoning itself must be comprehended as a function of
nature in general; accordingly the results of mere reasoning must be secondary to observable functions of nature. As functionalists, we are mainly
interested in the observable functions of nature; from there, we arrive at the
functions of human reasoning by way of the emotional (bio-energetic) functions within observing man. As long as observable nature does not constitute
the starting point for human reasoning; furthermore, as long as the function
of reasoning itself is not deduccd in a logical and consistem manner from
observable functions of nature within the obscrver, ali results of mere reasoning unsupported by observations are open to basic methodcdogical and factual
questions. This is clearly shown in the conciusions which were drawn by
mere reasoning from thc NEeArrvE outcome of the Michelson experiment.
Though 1 must leave a rhorough criticai evaluation of this experimnat to the
physicists who are at honre in the realm of its premires, the foliowing rernarks may be ¡ustified on the basis of some observations in ORGONE PFIYSICS:
a) One of the premises aí the Michelson experiment was the assumption
that the ether is at rest; the earth, accordingly, moves through a stationary
ether. This assumption is clearly proven wrong by observation of the atmospheric orgone: if the "ether" represem a concept pertaining to the
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cosmie orgone energy, it is not stwionary, but moves more rapidly than
Mc globo of thc earth. The relation of the earth's sphere to the surrounding
cosmic orgone ocean is not that of a rubber bail rolling on stagnant water;
it is that of a rubber hall rolling on progressing wATER wAvEs. Thus the fu-st
assumption of the Michelson experiment becomes
b) Orgonomic observations make it essential to separate, within the function of "LIGEff," the "LUALINATION" bom the "EXCITATION" which is propagated through space with the "speed of light." troi-rr, accordingly, does not
move at ali but is a local cifra af ORGONE D./MINA/10N. Thus the second
premise of the Michelson experiment becomes invalid, if one accepts—as
one is forced to do—the elear-cut orgonomic observations in nature. 1 refer
here to the orgonomic lumination eflect in high vacuum, to the phenomena
of "dawn," to the aurora borealis, to the corona of the sun, the luminating
ring cif Satura, etc. 1f "light" is due to local orgone lumination and does not
"travel through space" at all, it is quite understandabie that in the Michelson
experiment no phase difference could be observed in the light beams which
were "sent" in the direction of the ether "drag" and perpendicular to it.
5. The physical functions in the vacuum must not contradict any cosmic
functions which are ar the basis of the planetary motions. On the contrary,
rhey musr, in due time, lead te an integration of the function of the primordial cosmic energy with the motions of the heavenly bodies.
6. There rnusLbe definito reasons why generations of physicists and astronemers have failed to demonstrate the ether in the strict sense of physical
functions. These reasons are to be found in the realm of the functions of the
observer and in the method of human thinking itself.
We shall now proceed to summarize the more important functions which
have been observed and demonstrated in what 1 rermed "Cosmic Orgone
Energy" since its discovery in bionous rnatter in 1936 and in the atrnosphere
in 1940.
1. Forni of existente
Certain orgone energy functions can be demonstrated wherever man is
capable of directly observing nature and of putting up the appropriate instruments which rcact to there energy functions: therrnometer, electroscope,
Geiger counter, magnifying glasses, darkroom lined with sheet iron, and
living organisms, be they protozoa or cancerous mice, anemic human beings
ar proteus baciili.
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Orgonotic capocity lerei

ORGONE ENERGY CAN SE DEMONSTRATED EvERYWHERE SINC.E I7 IS PREsENT EvERYWHERE. ACCORDINGLY, IT PENETRATES EVERYTHING THOUGH AT VARYING RATES OF

emfflieem~~1111

SPEED.
No arraagement has yet been found by means of which one functioning
realm of free arpoe energy could be distinctly delineated from another, as
one electric line can be sharply delineated from another. Therefore:
We must comprehend the living organism as an organized part of the
cosrnic orgone ocean, which possesses special qualities called "living"; we
fail to understand this organism encrgetically if we adhere to the mechanical
energy potential; this mechanical potential, be it thermical, electrical or
mechanical motion, is always directed from the higher to the lower, ar from
the stronger to the weaker system, and never vice versa. On the other hand,
the living organism would not anly not be able to keep up a much higher
energy levei as compared with -the cnvironment, but it would lose its heat,
its motility, its energy isto the surrounding, energeticaIly lower, environment in a very short time. And the question would remain unanswered how
it carne abour that such an organism could come into being in the first
place. We cannot get around the fact that there is in nature another energy
function, our so-called "REVERSED, oRCONOMIC POTENTIAL"; orgone energy floras
from thc weaker or lower to the stronger ar higher system. This not only
agrees with the basic functions of living organisms, but can be directly observed in non-living nature, as in the function of gravity or in the "growth"
of clouds in the sky.
The orgonomic potential does not contradict the old mcchanical potential.
On the contrary, it explains how it is possible that a higher energy levei can
exist ar ali. It is true that, in accepring this function, the "Se-cond Law aí
Thermodynamics," the absoluto formulation of the law of ewritoPv, becomes
invalid. Wc know that many physicists frei uncomfortable with this law
anyhow. And we have had te abandon many other such beliefs of absoiute
nature, e.g., the conservation of matter ar the unchangeability of chemical
elements.
The orgonomic concept of energy functions in the living organism is the
following as it emergcd from observation and deduction:

I. The living organism, as the stronger energy system, draws its energy
from the lower energy leve!: ORGoNOMIC purssrriat. This is vabd not onlv

T.

Orgonomic
potertricei

ne~~ ~um nem"
Energy levei aí environrnent
Fintam á the ORGONE ENERGY META130LISM in
living boches

for the organism as a whole, but for the nucicus which draws energy in each
living cell from the surrounding, energetically lower protoplasm.
2. Each rype ar species of organisms possesses its specific energy levei; ir
has a special "orgonotic capacity." Otherwise, the living organism would not
stop accumuiating energy and would burst ar grow indefinitely.
3. All surplus of energy is discharged according to the mechanical potential
(from the higher to the Iower levei) in mechanical movement, in the orgastic
convulsions, in radiation of heat, etc.
4. There exists, accordingly, an oaoosal stastnv METABOLISM, a continuous
exchange of energy in the coherent unit called organism. To surnmarize its
main functions: Charging frorn the surrounding orgone ocean, and from
foodstuffs; maintenance of a certain capacity levei by means of energy dit.
eharge; loss of energy iate the surrounding energy occan; new charging, etc.
In the dying organism, the capacity to charge and to keep up the functioning
levet is slowly lost; the capacity levei sinks until it reaches the levei of the
surrounding orgone occan. The lower the levei, the weaker thc capacity for
charge, as in the shrinking biopathy. In the putrefaction proccss after death,
the opposite happens aí what went on during original growth: The material
tissues lose their cohesion due to loss of orgone energy; they fali apart;
finally the unir disintegrates into bicos and then luto rol bacteria (proteus
bacilli, etc.).
The main characteristic of orgone energy appears to be motion, and. with
it, metabolisrn. There exists such a thing as stoppage of orgone energy motion, as, for instante, in severc cases of anorgonia. Such stoppage Icads inevitahly to a lowering of the capacity levei and thus to final disintegration af
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the orgone unit called organism, as in death. I have been teld that disintegration due to lack of orgone rnetabolism also occurs in wooden buildings which
remain uninhabited over long periods of time. If we could find the reason
why the capacity levei of orgone systems is iowcred after a certain period of
functioning ("aging"), wc would be able to approach in a practical manner
the problem cif how to lcngthcn life.
ORGONE ENERGY IS PRESENT "EVERYWHRIM," AND rr FORMS AN ttNINTERRUPTED
cogriNuum. This continuum varies in different places with regard to its
"denseness" or "concentration"; we are still using these mechanical terms
borrowed from the language of the physics of matter although orgone energy
is not of a material nature; therefore, we must be prepared to replace these
terms with others which are firting to describe the functions of orgone energy.
Orgone energy penetra tes ali space, including space occupied by solid matter.
Ir penetrates a wall of cement just as it does a wall of steel; the differcnce
lies in the speed of penetration: cement absorbs and discharges orgone energy
slowly; steel attracts orgone energy strongly and quickly, but ir also gives it
off instantly, since metal scems incapable of holding orgone energy. This
fact may have some bearing on the function af rapid energy flow through
metal avires.
2. Movement
The physical functions which are abstracted in orgone physics as "orgone
energy" are always and everywhere in morion, or, expressed differently, mor'ing: To this date, it has been impossible to ascertain an orgonotic coodition
which, with reference to a certain other system, could be defined as "immobile" or "unchanging." A rock, which, in the physical sense, represents a
certain material variation of the cosmic orgone energy, can be described as
"resting" with reference to a second rock next to it; the orgone energy, however, which can be physicaIly demonstrated in the rock, is never resting with
regard to the sarne Trame of reference.
Can rhe basic "Law of the Conservation of Energy" be reconciled with the
existente of an orgonomic potential? It probahly can. A first tentativa suggestion to Chis effect is offered in the following assumption: Whik some
orgone units are forming in the orgone ocean by concentration, others
tenninate their single existente hy energy dissipation iate the orgone ocean.
Thus, the energy Iost by discharge or "deaths" of a number of orgone units
would hc picked up again to be concentrated in other units. The "running
dowrt of the universe" toward random functions would in this way be
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courneracted by new births of high energy potentiais due to reversed concentration ("Creation"). 'The orgonomic (reversed) porential would make
eniropy unnecessary.
Orgone energy is basically of a dynamic, metabolic nature. This would
seern ro be true for any kind nf energy since energy is n function of motion,
and vice versa. But classical physics speaks of "potential energy" as, for Instance, being contained in water in a high basin. Nothing ai the kind can be
found in orgone energy; it never shows any condition which could be called
stadc ar immobile, except in its fcrm of solid matter. It is &tis dynamic
character of orgone energy which underlies the FUNCTIONALI5M of ali known
orgone phenomena; Chis is true even for mechanical manifestations such as
the sinos wave or free fali. Therefore, movement, elynamics, functionalism,
changeability, constiture specifie, i.e., inseparable qualities of the cosmic orgone energy.
Within the frarnework af this motilitv, we can, by rneans of observation
and experiment, discern many different kinds of motion:
a) Wavy motions
We can clearly see wavy, rhythrnic motions over smooth water surfaces
of mountain lakes and in the sky. This motiliry, too, is not uniform but
varies continuously. 'There are not twa parts of the surface aí a lake which
would have an equal motion at one and the same time. In addition, the wavy
morion shows different rhythms at different times; the oscillations constantly
embrace different arcas. We search in vain for a mechanicaUy uniform, static
motion or condition. There is nathing within the realm of primai orgonotic
functions that would appear as mechanical repetition. There seems to exist
no Iaw at ali except the ONE of
b) Puisation
AI.L WAVY MOTIONS OF TI-IE PRIMORDIAL ORGONE ENERGY PULSATE, it is necrssary
to distinguish the wavy form of orgone motion frorn its pulsation. The pulsation differs from the wavy motion in that
1) puisation consists of alternatingly expanding and contracting move.
ments while the wave is a steady progression of wave crests and wave
troughs;
2) in pulsation, the medi-ara, e.g., the water in the lake, seems to move
frorn a certain cenrer ia ali directions to and fro, whilc ia waves the water
swings up and down, tinas marking the crests and the troughs of the progressing waves which rua over the water's surface;
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3) the pulsatory motion on the lake's surface moves slosay from West to
East or not at ali, whik the wavcs run much faster in the same direction;
4) pulsation is an essentially discontinuous process whik wave motion is a
continuous process;
5) pulsation is a function in thrce dimensions of space as manifested in
the spherc-shaped propagation of radio signals. Waves, on the other hand,
are, if examined singly, two-dimensional functions defined by wave length
and frequency only.
If we follow the path of a certain wave crest or wave trough, we obtain
a continuous line; the wave forro itself is a continuous line. However, following the positions of extreme expansion or contraction in the pulsatory
function, we obtain points and not a line. Through observation of the motion of atmospheric orgone at mountain tops, we can clearly discern pulses
and waves. The pulsatory peaks are superimposed on the course of the waves
in thc following manner:
WC

WC

}Ampl.
WT
p

WC

pulses
— linc of wavc trem

WT

WT
of wavc trouglis

Wave motion of organtsmic orgonc energy

change. This is true for the living organism. It abo seems to be true for the
motion of the atmospheric orgone as dcpicted in the sketch on p. 150.
From now on, we shall designate the symbol p for pulses and the symbol
W for waves. These distincdy separate functions of the crie basic function of
PULSATICW (P) will )ater be studied thoroughly in certain orgonometric
functions. They express a most importam relationship between discontinuous
(p) and continuous (W) functions of matute. We shall have to find out how
and to what extent these functions are rclated to Plank's quanta (discontinuum) and to classical wave mechanics (continuum).
As a preliminary measure, we may try to coordinate p, W and P functionaily in the foliowing rnanner:

amplitude

Schenutie presentation of thc dá:futricas bctween pulses (p)
and wavcs (W).

My attention was first callcd to this basic difference between p and W in
1935 when 1 measured and photographed bio-energy at thc skin surface. It
was not until 1948 that I understood the inner functional interrelation between pulses and waves in the orgonotic system. This was made possible by
utilizing orgonotic pulses in setting a spinner type of motor into rotary modoa.* In the original observation, thc pulses p wcre superimposed on the
wavy motion of the organismic orgone energy like mountain peaks on a
mountain range (cf. sketch, p. 151).
VvIereas in the mechanism of a radio sender the pulsatory signals are,
according to thc theory, transformed into waves synchronically, the pulses of
the heartbeat are not synchronized with the rhythm of the orgone waves. The
pulses are distributed regularly while the waves are in a state of constarg.
• Cf. Communication in Orgoor Eaergy Bullerin 1, 1949, pp. 10-11.
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pulses or

impulses (p)

PULSATION (P)
Waves IW)

Thus, pulsation would constitute the common functioning principie of
boda pulses and waves as the two varied functions of pulsation. It will requite elaborate functional deductions to derive the encrgy formula of orgonotic primai pulsation from relevant costeie functions. They will be given
ir• a different contcxt.
c) The West-East movement of Me atmospheric orgone envelope
The West-East direction in the motion of the atmospheric orgone energy
bas a grcat significance independent of the special variations which appear
in the wave motion and in the pulses. The West-East direction is in agreemcnt with thc direction of rotation of the carth's sphere; thus, ir is siso in
agrecment wtih the general direction of rotation in the planetary system. A
reversa' of this generally valid direction on the earth's surface takes place only
before thunderstorms or heavy raio to Me West of the observer. The fol-
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lowing diagram ilustrares the reversa] of direction in the movernent of
the orgone energy envelope:
OE

w

E

E

East

W

West

Orgone envelope

R

Reverld to E -4- W

O

Observei

T

ThLuiderclends

ES

Eartlfs sphcrc

—•

Thianing" of orgone envelope

This reversal can be explained without contradiction by the attraction which
is exerted upon the freely moving orgone energy at R by the highly concentrated orgone in the cfouds to the wEsr (to the East of the thundercloud
no reversal will take place since the attraction will act in the same direction
as the general motion of the orgone envelope). It is hard to state definitely
whether or not the strong west-easterly wind which often arises after the
clearing of the sky, i.e., after the return of the West-East direction of orgone
motion, is a consequente of the filling of the gap (( . . . ») that arose due to
the reversal at R.
3. Visibility in the dark (autogenous lumination)
A room of at least C ft. sq., made completely light-tight and lined
with sheet metal on the inside, is required to observe the orgone cnergy
phenomena in the dark. After ca. 15 to 30 minutes adaptation, the room
appears BLUISH-GRAY and not black. Slow-moving, foglike formations are
clearly discernible; the longer we sit in the dark metal room, the more
distinct the light phenomena becorne. After some time, bluish-violet, strongly
irritating light points appear; later, when our organism has excited the orgone
energy in the room to a sufficient extent, a "concentration" seis in in the
foggy formations; rapid, yellowish-white, lightninglike streaks of light
("Strichstrahkn") cross the room in all directions. We can magnify these
whitish rays by observing them against an apague, plastic screen with a magnifying glass (4 to 6x). For a more detailed description of darkroom phenom-
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4. Change of form
In 1939, when 1 first discovered and observed the orgone iumina•_ion in the
darkroom, I believed that orgone energy consisted of three distinct forms:
bluish-gray, foglike formations, decply blue-violet luminating dots and whitish, rapid rays. Since then, these three forms have been found to be not
distinct typcs of orgone energy, but three forms of one and the same cnergy
under different conditions: Orgone energy changes from the foglike to the
raylike condition when it is excited or irritated. Such excitation can be
stimulated by
a) metallic substances; metal does not hold or absorb orgone energy, but
reflects ir rapidiy, thus constituting an "obstacle," if such a mechanistic term
is applicable at all in the realm of orgone functions, i.e., ether functions.
b) living organisms in the metal-enclosed darkroom ; the organismic argone energy apparently excites the atmospheric orgone energy and vice versa.
c) electron2agnetic, discontinuous field action; an induction coil system
will speed up the change from the foglike to the raylike formation quite
considerably in 20 minutes instead of the customary 1 to 2 hours.
Every type of condition and form is mobile, dynamic, differing in speed,
and never static-mechan'eal.
5. Lumination
The visibility of orgone energy in the darkroom is obviously due to the
function of lumination: orgone energy "ernits" or "develops light," or, expressed differently: it functions in such a manner that our visual sense percrives light, it LUMINATES. This orgonotic lumination, no matter under what
conditions it may occur, is in most cases of a bluish-gray or bluish-green or
bluish-violet color. This distinguishes orgone lumination from other types
of lumination such as that of gases; neon gas luminates red, argon white,
helium green. Orgonotic lumination in the "N'ACUUM" is distinctly bluishviolet and it produces a blue reaction on color fim (cf. the photograph
of vacor lumination in Orgone Energy Bulletin 1, 1949).
The lumination is strongest when there is an exciting contact between two
orgone energy fields or between an orgone energy field and an electromagnetic field.
Orgonotic lumination is "cold"; no heat develops as, for instante, it does
in the passage of electricity through thin wire or in chemical combustion.
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Atmospheric conditions such as sheet lightning over wide arcas of the sky,
the wavy aurora borealis, and the bluish St. Elmo's Pire, togcther with the
soft glow of glowworms and the bluish lumination of wood which has disintegratecl bionously, are examples of "cold" lumination functions of orgone
energy.
Microscopically, orgonotic lumination in living cells and in bionous matter
can be observed ia the strong refraction of light. Strongly charged carda
bions or rcd blood cells show a strongly luminating aura around the membrane. When these cells weaken and lose their orgone charge, the luminating
margin disappears.
6. Heat production
Whereas orgonotic lumination is "cold," other functions of orgone energy
are accompanied by a more or less marked rise ia temperature. The heat
levei of living organisms is usually higher than the temperature of the surrounding air; and the temperature of the earth's atmosphere is constantiy
kept higher than the much iower temperature of surrounding space. At
the orgone accumulator, a constant temperature difference (To—T) is maintained between the air above the upper layer and the surrounding air. These
differences amount, ou the average, from 03° to 15° C ia closed rooms; ira
the opera air, they often reach high values such as 15° to 20° C ia the sun.
This temperature diffcrence is apparently due to heat deveioped by the reflection or stoppage of the kinetic energy of the orgone energy motion at thc
metal walls. Renovai of the inner metal walls reduces the difference to 0°
or nearly 0°.
According to the current orgone-physical assumption, the continuous difference To—T is a manifestation of a concentration of orgone energy ia the
orgonotic system, be it a living organism, the planct or an orgone accumulator. It demonstrates the "orgonomic potential" from the lower to the higher
levei, and it contradicts the general, unrestricted validity of the second law of
thermodynamics. There exists not only a process of dissipation of energy in
the form of heat, bur also the reverse process of the building up of energy.
7. "Static electricity"
"Static eiectricity" is a specific function of the atmospheric orgone energy.
Paradoxically, the theory of electricity assumes that the atmosphere is both
free of electrical charges and /O of static charges, "static" being of an
electrical nature. Sheet lightning and thunderstorm lightning have remained
unexplained. Orgonomy dcmonstrates the charges in the atmosphere by
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means (si the spontaneous elcctroscopic discharge, the so-called "natural
ieak" ia classical physics; this discharge is more rapid in a low and slower
in a highly concentrated orgonotic atmosphere; it is, furthermore, slower at
noon than in the early morning and evening; this fact contradicts the ionization thcory (d. THE DISCOVERY OF THE °ROO:4E, VOI. 11).
8. "Concentration" of orgone cncrgy
Two-to-threcfold concentration of orgone energy in the atmosphere is indispensable for many orgonomic procedures and experiments. Ccrtain experiments do not succeed ia the natural atmospheric concentration, such as,
for instance, the charging of high vacua. The necessary concentration is
achieved by the presence of an "orgone room" or severa] orgone accumulators
in the building whcre the experiments are carried out. The orgone accumulator is capable of concentrating atmospheric orgone energy by the arrangement of its layering: It consists of two or more (up to twenty) layers, each
constructed of nonmetallic substance on the outside and sheet iron or steel
woo1 on the insule; this arrangement influences the atmospheric orgone
energy in such a manner that its movement toward the closed space is
greater than toward the outside. An "argonomic potential" is created from
the lower levei outside toward the higher levei inside and is continuously
maintained; the orgonornic potential can be clemonstrated by the slower
discharge of electroscopes on the inside and by the constant temperature
difference above the upper metal plate (To—T).
Concentrated orgone energy has many beneficiai cffects ou living organisms which I have tried to describe in my book, TirE CANCER Broa,eriav
(vol. II of THE DISCOVERY OF THE ORGONE).
9. The orgonotic potency and sensitivity of the observer
Human organisms with low orgonotic potency or strong armorir g do not
perceive orgone energy phenomena easily, ia contradistinction to healthy
organisms. People suffering from a cancerous shrinking biopathy do not
feel the orgone ia the accumulator until after several days or even weeks, i.e.,
until they have become sufficiently charged. Orgonotic perception, too, is
weakened ia observers with low orgonotic potency. Such an experimenter
will, for instance, not be able to produce lumination ia a gas tube. Furthermore, he will have difficulties in discerning the light phenomena in the dark
aod he will be unsure about the sensations of heat and prickling which the
well-charged organism perceives so easily.
The biophysical structurc of the observer is, therefore, of the utmost
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portance in orgonomic work. Strongly armored individuais easily develop
anxiety in the darkroom when they become aware of the lumination. On
occasion they react with panic. They will try to intcrpret away the phenomena with empty words such as "It's only subjective," or "lt's mere suggestion," or similar statements.
The structure of the observer is of importante since it is his organismic
orgone energy in his sense organs which reacts w the externai orgone phenomena. The inclusion of the structurc of the observer in the judgment of
natural phenomena is a very important, if not decisive, step forward toward
the integration of the subjective and the objective, the psychic and the physical.
It is chiefly the ignorante on the part of mechanistically oriented scientists
of the biophysical and depth-psychological functioning of the observer which
has lcd them into the dcad end street where theoretical physics finds aself
today. These scientists, who otherwise have demonstrated such an excellent
criticai sense of inquiry, are still adhering to old, outmoded psychological
thinking; they cling to a "consciousness" which somehow has no balis in
the organism, no rooting in biophysical processes. They are unaware of the
great progress which has been made during the first part of this cent"ry in
connecting the functions of perception with the functions of the emotions,
and in connecting the emotions with bio-energetic, i.e., truly physical processes in the observing and reasoning organism. Natural-scientific rescarch
is an acnvity which rests on the interaction between observer and nature, or,
expressed differently, between orgonomic functions within and the same
functions without the observer. Thus, Me character structure and Me senses
of perception in Me observ,r are major, if not decisive, tools of natural research. We do not doubt for a moment that the physiological structure of
a surgeon plays a decisive role in the operation which he performs; or that
the senso of balance and rapidity in the flier are decisive for the mastery
of aviation. But, in natural research, this principie has been neglectcd and
rnisinterpreted in a very bad way. I fear that it is the emotional, and, within
the emotional realm, especially the biosexual, functions which have kept the
classicai researchcr from ciosing the gap between observing (biopsychic) and
observed (biophysical) nature.
In the realm of non-living nature, too, orgonomic research finds its best
orientation when it adheres to what it has learned in the realm of living
nature about the intensity of organ sensations, about the function of the
orgastic convulsion, about the endoptic phenomena, about biophysical field
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reactions bcyond the skin surface of the organism. The unimpeded orgonotic
functioning in the observer and the experimenter is, therefore, a requirement
of the very first importancc in orgonomic natural research. It is regrettable
that the thinker in classical physics does not find his way toward the understanding of the bio-energetic functioning ia the observer, that he is inextricably bound up with the view of a phenomenoiogical psychology of
some 50 years ago, in which "consciousness" and "reason" still are hanging
freely, unsuspended, unrooted, unconnectcd, and uncomprehended in "empty
sPIacw
e.i.s‘h w summarize the functions which have been attributed to the ether
by many researchers who tried to desc:ibe the general substratum of ali known
physical phenomena. It is amazing to find that most of [hese characteristics,
which have never been observed directly, coincide with many characteristics
of the cosmic orgone energy, which have been observed directly and reproduced experimentally. The biopsychiatric problem which amazes us is chis:
Observers of nature have described the cosmic primai energy correcdy so
far as its main functions are concerned; still, they have been unable to make
contact with these functions except by deduction; direct observation and
experimentation with the ether were ciosed to them. II is ohvious that this
fact is not to be attributed to the ether but to the observei-. Thercfore, the
problern is a hiopsychiatric one. Ir is mainly concerned with the biophysics
of perception, the interpretation of sense impressiona and organ sensations.
As the whoic development of orgonomy has so clearly demonstrated, there
was only osIF. access open to the physical study of the ether: the orgonotic
streaming in tnan, or, expressed differently, THE FLOW OF THE ETHER IN NIAN'S
MENIRRANOUS STRUCTURE. For many ages, religion has called and described
it as GOD. We begin to understand now why most of the great physicists who
dealt with cosmic problems, cspecially those of the ether, such as Descartes,
Newton, etc., were occupied
intensely with the problem of God.
SUMMARY OF FUNCTIONS

As required for the
ETHER

I. Exists universally.
2. Filis ali space.

As observed in
COSMIC ORGONE ENERGY

Exists universally; orgone accumulators operate everywhere.
Fills ali space; orgone energy can be
demonstrated in "vacua."
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3. Penetrates all matter.

Penetrates ali matter.

4. Is the source of all energy.

Varies and manifests itself as heat,
"static clectricity," thunder- and sheet
lightning, eiectricity, rnagnetism, attraction.

5. Changes into matter or mass.

Snperimposition of two or more argane energy waves ("Kreiselwelle")
results in a mass particle [transformation unpublished }.

6. Is responsible for the cohesion
of atorns.

Keeps unir of matter, bions, tagether;
attractive forces become free and demonstrable when solid matter disintegrates into bions
orgone energy
vesicles.

7. Transmits light.

Transmits orgonotic excitation with
the "speed of light"; "light" is an appearance of organotic lumination and
is of local character.

8. Is transparent.

Is transparent; can become visible as
"refraction of light," as "heat waves"
and "bad seeing."

9. No heat in ether.

Most orgonotic functions are "cold":
lumination, travei through wire, attraction. However, reflection on metal
crentes heat as does high mobile concentration within matter, planer, arganism.

10. No loss of energy.

No loss of energy; however, there is
an "energy metabolism":
a) Flow toward higher levei;
b) Maintenance of higher levet "capacity";
e) Discharge toward lower leve!.

11. Is resting, stationary; earth

Is always in wavy and pulsatory mo-
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moves through ether like a rotating bali on stagnant water.

tion; organotic orgone envelope moves
more rapidly as part of the galactic argane ocean than the earth's glote;
analogy is that of a bali rolling on
water waves more slowly than the
waves.

12. "Cannat be demonstrated";
misinterpretation of Michelson
experimrnt was dite to assumption that the ether was
stationary and that "light"
travelled through space.

Is clearly demonstrable everywhere
visually, thermically, electroscopically,
with Geiger counters; accounts for
phenomena in nature hitherto unaplained: "natural leak," "bad seeing,"
"field action in empty space," "szatic,"
"cosmic rays," "blueness of sky, ocean,
faraway mountains," "ionized casmic
dust" in aurora borealis, etc.

Is it thcn so great a secret, what God and mankind and Me world are?
No! But none like to hear it; so it rests concealed.—Goethe.

Projeto Arte Org
Redescobrindo e reinterpretando W. Reich
Caro Leitor
Infelizmente, no que se refere a orgonomia, seguir os passos de Wilhelm Reich e de sua equipe de investigadores é uma questão
bastante difícil, polêmica e contraditória, cheia de diferentes interpretações que mais confundem do que ajudam.
Por isto, nós decidimos trabalhar com o material bibliográfico presente nos microfilmes (Wilhelm Reich Collected Works Microfilms) em
forma de PDF, disponibilizados por Eva Reich que já se encontra circulado pela internet, e que abarca o desenvolvimento da orgonomia
de 1941 a 1957.
Dividimos este “material” de acordo com as revistas publicadas pelo instituto de orgonomia do qual o Reich era o diretor.
01- International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research (1942-1945).
02- Orgone Energy Bulletin (1949-1953)
03- CORE Cosmic Orgone Engineering (1954-1956)
E logo dividimos estas revistas de acordo com seus artigos, apresentando-os de forma separada (em PDF), o que facilita a organizálos por assunto ou temas.
Assim, cada qual pode seguir o rumo de suas leituras de acordo com os temas de seu interesse.
Todo o material estará disponível em inglês na nuvem e poderá ser acessado a partir de nossas páginas Web.
Sendo que nosso intuito aqui é simplesmente divulgar a orgonomia, e as questões que a ela se refere, de acordo com o próprio Reich
e seus colaboradores diretos relativos e restritos ao tempo e momento do próprio Reich.
Quanto ao caminho e as postulações de cada um destes colaboradores depois da morte de Reich, já é uma questão que extrapola
nossas possibilidades e nossos interesses. Sendo que aqui somente podemos ser responsáveis por nós mesmos e com muitas restrições.
Alguns destes artigos, de acordo com nossas possiblidades e interesse, já estamos traduzindo.
Não somos tradutores especializados e, portanto, pedimos a sua compreensão para possíveis erros que venham a encontrar.
Em nome da comunidade Arte Org.
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Textos da área do funcionalismo orgonômico
Texts from the area of Orgonomic Functionalism.
---------------------International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research
----------------------Orgonomic Functionalism
----------------------01 Theodore P.Wofe. The Sex-Economic Concept of Psychosomatic Indentity and Antithesis 1942
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 1 Number 1 1942
Interval 38-59 Pag. 33-54
02 Wilhelm Reich. Biophysical Functionalismo and Mechanistic Natural Science 1941
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 1 Number 2 1942
Interval 1-11 Pag. 97-107
03 Wilhelm Reich. Orgonotic Pulsation I 1944
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 3 Numbers 2 3 1944
Interval 1-54 Pag. 97-150
04 Wilhelm Reich. The Living Productive Power, Working Power of Karl Marx (1936) 1944
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 3 Numbers 2 3 1944
Interval 55-68 Pag. 151-164
05 R. H. Attkin. Mechanistic Thinking as the Original Sin 1947
McF 207 Annals of the Orgone Institute, Number 1. 1947
Interval 51-54 Pag. 95-101--------------------------------------------------------------Orgone Energy Bulletin
-------------------------------------------------------Orgonomic Functionalism
-------------------------01 Wilhelm Reich Cosmic Energy and Ether 1949
McF 302 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 4. Oct. 1949
Interval 3-11 Pag. 143-159
02 Notes Editorial. Basic Natural-Scientific Research 1949
McF 302 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 4. Oct. 1949
Interval 24-24 Pag. 184-185
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03 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism Parte II A 1947
McF 303 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. 1. Jan. 1950
Interval 3-10 Pag. 1-15

04 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism Parte II B 1947
McF 304 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. 2. Apr. 1950
Interval 3-10 Pag. 49-62
05 Communications. Psychology and Natural Science 1950
McF 304 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 2, No. 2. Apr. 1950
Interval 23-24 Pag. 88-90
06 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism Parte II C 1947
McF 305 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 2, No. 3. Jul. 1950
Interval 4-17 Pag. 99-123
07 Wilhelm Reich Orgonometrie Equations I A. General Form 1949
McF 306 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 2, No. 4. Oct. 1950
Interval 5-16 Pag. 161-183
08 Wilhelm Reich Orgonometrie Equations I B. Complete 1950
McF 308 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 2. Apr. 1951
Interval 4-7 Pag. 65-71
09 R. H. Atkin. Mathematical Questiones Without Answers 1951
McF 308 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 2. Apr. 1951
Interval 25-27 Pag. 106-110
10 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism Parte II D 1947
McF 311 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 1. Jan. 1952
Interval 2-8 Pag. 1-12
11 Charles R. Keller. Causality and Freedom A funcional Analysis 1952
McF 311 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 1. Jan. 1952
Interval 20-23 Pag. 37-43
12 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism Parte II E 1947
McF 314 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 4. Oct. 1952
Interval 11-16 Pag. 186-196
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism
-------------------
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01 Wilhelm Reich The Developmental History of Orgonomic Functionalism A 1946
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol I. I
Interval 6-20 Pag. 1-29
02 Wilhelm Reich The Biological Revolution from Homo Normalis to the Child of the Future 1950
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol I. I
Interval 21-43 Pag. 30-74
03 Wilhelm Reich A Note on Sympathetic Understanding.
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol I. I
Interval 43-47 Pag. 75-82
04 Wilhelm Reich The Silente Observer A 1952
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol I. I
Interval 47-55 Pag. 83-99
05 Wilhelm Reich Functional Thinking 1950
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol I. I
Interval 56-62 Pag. 100-112
06 Wilhelm Reich The Developmental History of Orgonomic Functionalism B 1946
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol II. II
Interval 4-15 Pag. 1-23
07 Wilhelm Reich The Silente Observer B 1952
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol II. II
Interval 16-20 Pag. 24-33
08 Wilhelm Reich Wrong Thinking Kills 1936
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol II. II
Interval 21-25 Pag. 34-43
09 Wilhelm Reich On Using The Atomic Bomb 1945
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol II. II
Interval 26-28 Pag. 44-49
10 Wilhelm Reich Mans Roots In Nature 1950
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol II. II
Interval 29-41 Pag. 50-74
11 Wilhelm Reich The Developmental History of Orgonomic Functionalism C 1947
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol III. III
Interval 4-13 Pag. 1-19
12 Wilhelm Reich Orgonotic Pulsation 1944 A
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol III. III
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Interval 14-35 Pag. 20-63
13 Wilhelm Reich The Evvasiveness of Homo Normalis 1947
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol III. III
Interval 36-49 Pag. 64-91
14 Wilhelm Reich The Developmental History of Orgonomic Functionalism D 1947
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol IV. IV
Interval 4-13 Pag. 1-18
15 Wilhelm Reich Orgonotic Pulsation 1944 B
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol IV. IV
Interval 13-24 Pag. 19-40
16 Wilhelm Reich Orgone Functions in Weather Formation 1946
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol IV. IV
Interval 24-29 Pag. 41-51
17 Wilhelm Reich The Attitude of Mechanistic Natural Science to the Life Problem 1941
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol IV. IV
Interval 30-35 Pag. 52-63
18 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism in Non-Living Nature A 1947
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol V. V
Interval 4-13 Pag. 1-19
19 Wilhelm Reich Orgonotic Pulsation 1944 C
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol V. V
Interval 14-26 Pag. 20-44
20 Wilhelm Reich Parents as Educators 1926
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol V. V
Interval 26-37 Pag. 45-66
21 Wilhelm Reich Open Season on Truth 1942
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol V. V
Interval 37-48 Pag. 67-88
22 Wilhelm Reich The Fundamental Problem of Form 1935
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol V. V
Interval 48-48 Pag. 89-89
23 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism in Non-Living Nature B 1947
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI
Interval 4-14 Pag. 1-21
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24 Wilhelm Reich Orgonotic Pulsation D 1944
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI
Interval 15-21 Pag. 22-35
25 Wilhelm Reich Desert Development and Emotional Dedness 1953
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI
Interval 22-29 Pag. 36-50
26 Wilhelm Reich Process Of Integration in the Newborn and the Schizophrenic 1950
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI
Interval 29-39 Pag. 51-71
27 Wilhelm Reich The Meaning of Disposition to Disease 1944
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI
Interval 40-41 Pag. 72-75
28 Wilhelm Reich The Difficulty 1948
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI
Interval 42-42 Pag. 76-76
-------------------------------------------------CORE.
-----------------------------------------Orgonomic Functionalism
-------------------------01 Robert A. McCullough. Rocky Road Toward Functionalism 1955
McF 319 CORE. Vol. 7, No. 3,4. Dec. 1955
Interval 26-31 Pag. 144-154
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